ALGORITHMA ACADEMY

July

MON  TUE  WED  THU  FRI
8    9    10   11    12

Programming for Data Science, Practical Statistics

15   16   17   18

Data Visualization in R

22   23   24   25

Interactive Plotting & Dynamic Dashboards

29

Data Visualization Capstone Project

August

MON  TUE  WED  THU
5    6    7    8

5PM - 8PM

Regression Models

13   14   15   16

Classification in Machine Learning I

19   20   21   22

Classification in Machine Learning II

26   27   28   29

Unsupervised Machine Learning

September

MON  TUE  WED  THU
2    3    4    5

2PM - 5PM

Time Series & Forecasting

9    10   11   12

Neural Network & Deep Learning

16

Machine Learning Capstone Project

Available Time Slots:

1PM - 4PM OR 6PM - 9PM

Data Visualization Specialization

Machine Learning Specialization